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Today’s Agenda

◉ ICANN: Who we are

◉ Overview of the DNS 

◉ DNSSEC Signing 

◉ DNSSEC Validation

◉ State of DNSSEC Deployment 



ICANN: Who we are
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ICANN’s Mission

Coordinates the allocation and 
assignment of names in the 
root zone of the Domain Name 
System

Facilitates the coordination of 
the operation and evolution of 
the DNS root name server 
system

Collaborates with other bodies as appropriate to provide registries needed for 
the functioning of the Internet as specified by Internet protocol standards 
development organizations

Coordinates the development and 
implementation of policies 
concerning the registration of 
second-level domain names in 
generic top-level domains (gTLDs)

Coordinates the allocation and 
assignment at the top-most level 
of Internet Protocol numbers and 
Autonomous System numbers
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The mission of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Numbers (ICANN) is to ensure the stable and secure operation 

of the Internet’s unique identifier systems. 



Overview of the DNS
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The Domain Name System (DNS)

The root

Top-level
nodes

Second-level
nodes

Third-level
nodes

au

www.example.com.

Top-level
Second level

Root

FQDN = Fully Qualified Domain Name
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DNS Resolution Overview

Recursive Name Server

Name
Server Resolver

Stub
Resolver

.COM 
Authoritative
Name Server

example.com
Authoritative
Name Server

API call

DNS query:
example.com

DNS response: .com Zone 
a.gtld-servers.net.

192.5.6.30

Cache

Root Server

DNS  response:
IPv4: 
93.184.216.34

IPv6:
2606:2800:220:1:248:1893:25c8:1
946

DNS query:
example.com

1. 

2. 

3. 

DNS query:
example.com

DNS response: 
example.com Zone

a.iana-servers.net.
199.43.135.53

4. 

DNS query:
example..com

5. 
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Some of the Potential Target Points of the DNS Ecosystem

Man in the middle and 
information exfiltration

Cache poisoning

Modified Data

Secondary

Spoofing
Corrupted data
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Cache Poisoning 

¤ Client has to trust the source address of the server

¤ But source addresses can be faked or “spoofed”
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What Is DNSSEC?

◉ DNSSEC is a protocol that is currently 
being deployed to secure the DNS.

◉ DNSSEC adds security to the DNS by 
incorporating public key cryptography into 
the DNS hierarchy, resulting in a single, 
open, global Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
for domain names.

◉ DNSSEC is the result of over two decade 
of community-based, open standards 
development.

◉ Specified in RFCs 4033, 4034, 4035

DNSSEC stands for Domain Name System (DNS) Security Extensions.
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Before and After Deploying DNSSEC

Without 
DNSSEC

DNS

DNS
majorbank.com

IP address X

majorbank.com

webserver

Attacker’s

webserver

majorbank.com
= IP address A

majorbank.com
= Attacker IP address X

Attacker’s page

Passwords

DNS

DNS
majorbank.com

IP address A

majorbank.com

webserver

majorbank.com
= IP address A

majorbank.com
= Attacker IP address X

Passwords

Desired page

With DNSSEC
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What DNSSEC Does

◉ DNSSEC uses public-key cryptography and digital signatures to provide:

Data Origin Authenticity 
• “Did this response really come from the example.com zone?”

Data Integrity
• “Did an attacker (e.g., a man in the middle) modify the data in this 

response since the data was originally signed?”

◉ DNSSEC offers protection against spoofing of DNS data
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What DNSSEC Doesn’t Do

◉ Provide any confidentiality for DNS data:
ü No encryption
ü Man in the middle-attack 
ü DNS over HTTPS (DoH- RFC 8484)  and DNS over TLS 

(DoT – RFC 7858) – more suited

◉ Address attacks against DNS software:
ü DDoS
ü BCP38



DNSSEC Signing

Signing a Zone
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Cryptographic Basics

To provide this, we use

⦿ Asymmetric cryptography
⦿ Digital signatures
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Private and Public Keys
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Digital Signature

¤ We may combine hash with private and public key, to obtain a digital 
signature of any text

Hashing + Encrypt = Digital Signature

Text

Priv
ate
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Two Keys: ZSK and KSK

• Key Signing Key (KSK)
– Pointed to by parent zone in the form of DS (Delegation Signer). Also called 

Secure Entry Point.
– Used to sign the Zone Signing Key
– Flags: 257

• Zone Signing Key (ZSK)
– Signed by the KSK
– Used to sign the zone data RRsets
– Flags: 256

• This decoupling allows for independent updating of the ZSK without 
having to update the KSK, and involve the parents (i.e. less 
administrative interaction)
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DNSSEC Changes To DNS

New resource record types created for DNSSEC

⦿ DNSKEY – public portion of the cryptographic key
⦿ RRSIG – Resource Record Signature
⦿ DS – Delegation Signer – Pointer from Parent to Child Zone
⦿ NSEC/NSEC3/NSEC5 – Proof of non-existence
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DNSKEY– example.com
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RRSIG – example.com
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DS – example.com
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NSEC – example.com
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The Root

TLD

SLD
data example.com. KEY ZSK

example.com. KEY KSK

example.com. DS
com. KEY ZSK
com. KEY KSK

com. DS
root KEY ZSK
root KEY KSK

www.example.com. DATA

Signing Chain
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Unsigned Zone vs Signed  Zone: example.com

example.com. SOA <SOA stuff>
example.com. RRSIG SOA <RRSIG stuff>
example.com. NS ns1.example.com.
example.com. NS ns2.example.com.
example.com. RRSIG NS <RRSIG stuff>
example.com. A 192.0.2.1
example.com. RRSIG A <RRSIG stuff>
example.com. MX 10 
mail.example.com.
example.com. RRSIG MX <RRSIG stuff>
example.com. DNSKEY <Key that signs the 
example.com DNSKEY RRset>     ; KSK
example.com. DNSKEY <Key that signs the 
rest of the example.com zone> ; ZSK
example.com. RRSIG DNSKEY <RRSIG 
stuff>
example.com. NSEC mail.example.com. 
SOA A MX DNSKEY RRSIG NSEC



DNSSEC Validation

DNSSEC enabled - resolvers in action
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DNSSEC Validation

¤ DNSSEC validation is the process of checking the signatures on DNSSEC data

¤ Validation can occur in applications, stub resolvers or recursive resolvers

¤ Most validation today occurs in recursive resolvers

¤ Trust Anchor: To perform DNSSEC validation, you have to trust somebody (some 
zone’s key). Root Zone KSK is the most important trust Anchor

¤ What happens when validation fails?
¡ Overloaded signaling mechanism from recursive resolver to stub resolvers

• SERVFAIL error, which has other meanings
¡ No signaling mechanism from stub resolver to application

• Most resolver APIs not rich enough to pass validation status
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Digital Signatures - Verification

Hash of Data Private 
Key

Key 
Pair

Hash of Data Digital  
Signature

Public 
Key

Yes!

Successful 
verification
means that the data
arrived "as planned"

Digital  Signature
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Chain of Trust
Finally, how do we trust DS record?

Well, we just sign DS record like we did with other RRsets, creating a 
corresponding RRSIG for the DS record in the parent.

We repeat the validation process and get to the parents public KSK... 
And again must go to that parent’s DS record to verify… on and on 
up to the DNS root.

Eventually, we get to the root and there's nothing up there (sadly no 
parent)… and so we must come with a solution to create a trust 
anchor for the root, a “one key to rule them all” (sorry, can’t resist 
quoting LOTR again)… and here it comes a solution implemented 
since 2010 called: 

The Root Signing Ceremony

Root zone

Public
key

.com zone

example.com zone

Private
key

sign

sign

A records for
www.example.com

sign

Root zone KSK



State of DNSSEC Deployment
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State of DNSSEC Deployment in ccTLDs – (November 2020) 

Africa:

19

Europe: 62
4

North America: 3

Latin America/
Caribbean Islands: 18

Asia/
Australia/ 
Pacific:
69

Based on ICANN Geographic Regions: https://meetings.icann.org/en/regions

Regionless: 4
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State of DNSSEC Validation

◉ Most validation today occurs in recursive resolvers

◉ Bad News: 
25% of DNS responses are validated according to APNIC Labs*
Too many resolvers do not validate DNS answers 
. . And not enough domains are signed

◉ ICANN has a mandate in our strategic plan for 2021-2025 to significantly increase 
DNSSEC adoption, including convincing DNS resolver vendors to ship their 
software with DNSSEC validation turned-on by default
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State of DNSSEC Validation– (February 2021) 

Source: APNIC Labs: https://stats.labs.apnic.net/dnssec/XA

https://stats.labs.apnic.net/dnssec/XA?hc=XA&hx=0&hv=1&hp=1&hr=1&w=30
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Questions, Comments and Feedback 

octo@icann.org

mailto:OCTO@icann.org


Visit us at icann.org
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Engage with ICANN – Thank You and Questions


